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M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

The Velocity is a new shotgun incorporating a long list of features never before available on semi-automatic shotguns. The most obvious feature 
is an adjustable point-of-impact rib. This ramp style rib starts at the rear of the action at 11mm wide and tapers to 9mm at the muzzle. The rib 
elevation is easily adjusted with a small thumb wheel at the muzzle end. Point-of impact is adjustable from a 50/50% to 90/10% pattern without 
the use of tools.

The Micro Metric™ adjustable stock compliments the adjustable rib, allowing the shooter to fine tune the gun for the perfect fit. Additionally, the 
stock incorporates a shim system for adjusting drop and cast. Another first is the Velocity’s adjustable trigger for length-of-pull. It is the first  
adjustable trigger ever to be designed into a semi-automatic shotgun. There is also a standard weight system built into the fore-end cap that  
allows the shooter to alter the weight up to 4 ½ ounces in 1 ½ ounce increments. These features make the Velocity extremely versatile.

Durability and reliability cannot be compromised in a target shotgun. Unlike many semi-automatic shotguns described as target models, the Velocity 
is designed specifically for target shooting. It is calibrated and chambered for only 2 ¾” ammunition. The gas ports, action spring and stainless steel 
piston are all calibrated to allow the Velocity to reliably handle light loads. This gun is not for shooting ducks, turkeys or deer! 

To reduce recoil and increase pattern performance the barrel is designed with a tapered bore called Tribore HP®. The bore diameter at the  
chamber end is overbored to .740” and gradually tapers to .725” at the muzzle end. The Exis HP® choke tubes are 92mm long and utilize a hyper-
bolic internal design to match the performance of the barrel. Five chokes are included with the Velocity. Additionally, the bolt release and bolt 
handle are oversized for competition use.
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9.  No tools required for Velocity rib to set 
point-of-impact from 50/50 to 90/10. 

4.  Oversized bolt handle and bolt release 
operating buttons give the shooter a 
positive feel when using.

5.  Frame available in Black Anodized or Titanium™ Silver.

1.  Micro Metric™ adjustable stock allows 
the shooter to finely tune the stock for 
a precise fit.

2.  Removable recoil reducer 
included standard.
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3.  Competition tuned trigger for 
light crisp trigger pulls plus a 
micro adjustable trigger shoe to 
accommodate length-of-pull.

6.   Left hand eject model available.

8.  Weight distribution system 
includes (3) 1.48oz weights.

7.  Special stainless steel piston and 
enlarged gas ports for reliable 
function of light ammunition.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
 

Gauge:    12 Ga

Operation:   Stainless Steel Piston, gas operated

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel length:   30” - 32”

Chamber:   2.75”

Chokes:    5 EXIS HP™ Competition Choke Tubes

Frame finish:   Black Anodized or Titanium Silver

Stock:    Turkish Walnut with Adjustable Comb

Wood finish:   Matte, Hand Oiled

Weight:    8lbs 4oz.*

Case:    Hard Case

Proof test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

* Average weight without included recoil reducer and balancer weights.

XLR5 VELOCITY
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FABARM GENUINE PART 
WEIGHT:150 g  5,35 oz  



M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

Once in a great while something comes along that is so obvious that it makes you say “why didn’t I think of that?” 

The Velocity LR (Long Rib) concept is exactly that. We asked ourselves why a semi-auto barrel rib starts at the front 

of the receiver, a full 4 ½” further forward than an over-and-under shotgun. Doesn’t that unnecessarily shorten the 

sighting plane? The answer is yes, but we can do better. The new Velocity LR has an innovative ramp style fixed rib that 

starts at the back of the receiver giving the shooter the maximum length sighting plain for better target acquisition and 

tracking. The bottom line is that a better sight picture equals more broken targets. 

The Velocity LR combines all of the other ground breaking innovations that have made the XLR5 Velocity so popular last 

year.  FABARM Velocity LR – Moving Forward Faster.
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S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
 

Gauge:    12 Ga

Operation:   Stainless Steel Piston, Gas Operated

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   30” - 32”

Chamber:   2.75”

Chokes:    5 EXIS HP™ Competition Choke Tubes

Frame Finish:   Black Anodized or Titanium™

Stock:    Turkish Walnut with Adjustable Comb

Stock Finish:   Matte, Hand Oiled

Weight:    8lbs 4oz.*

Case:    Hard Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

* Average weight without included recoil reducer and balancer weights.

XLR5 VELOCITY LR
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FABARM GENUINE PART 
WEIGHT:150 g  5,35 oz  






4.  Oversized bolt handle and bolt release operating 
buttons give the shooter a positive feel when 
using.

1.  Micro Metric™ adjustable stock 
allows the shooter to finely tune the 
stock for a precise fit.

2.  Removable recoil reducer 
included standard.
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3.  Competition tuned trigger for light crisp trigger 
pulls plus a micro adjustable trigger shoe to 
accommodate length-of-pull.

7.   Left hand eject model available.

6.   Velocity LR (Low Rib) concept adds 
4 1/2” to the sighting plane.

9.  Weight distribution system 
includes (3) 1.48oz weights.

8.  Special stainless steel piston and 
enlarged gas ports for reliable 
function of light ammunition.
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5.  Available in two grades – Standard and Titanium™ Silver.
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10.  EXIS HP™ Chokes come standard



M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

When it comes to shooting an Axis Sporting in competition, you are being everything but Sporting. The Axis Sporting 
is the whole package – balance, durability, good trigger, barrel performance, perfect stock dimensions, and low 
recoil. The Axis barrels feature the advanced TRIBORE HP™ tapered bores that lower recoil and reduce the need for 
excessively long forcing cones. Each gun comes with five EXIS HP™ choke tubes with a proprietary hyperbolic design 
that is a ballistic match to the tapered barrel bores. The result is devastating performance down range with all types 
of shot sizes and velocities. 

The Axis action was purpose built as a target gun. The heavy duty 43mm wide action combined with a monolithic 
locking lug makes the Axis an extremely durable platform. The fore-end iron utilizes an adjustable mechanism to  
allow the action tension to be tightened at will for ease of service. An adjustable trigger features a light, crisp trigger 
pull. Stocks are made from Turkish walnut and finished with a matte oil finish. All Axis stocks accept the optional 
Fabarm KINETIK™ recoil reducer that is easy to install and remove to tune the balance of the gun. The Fabarm Micro 
Metric™ adjustable comb and left hand stocks are available as an option. 

Using a FABARM Axis Sporting in competition is not cheating, but it is close.  
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S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
 

Gauge:    12 Ga

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   30” - 32”

Chokes:    5 EXIS HP™ Competition Choke Tubes

Frame:    Steel

Frame finish:   Titanium™

Stock:    Semi-deluxe Turkish Walnut (Adjustable Comb is Optional)

Stock Finish:   Matte, Hand Oiled

Weight:    8lbs. 7oz.*

Case:    Hard Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

* Average weight without included recoil reducer.

AXIS RS 12 Sporting






1.  OPTIONAL: Micro Metric™ adjustable 
stock allows the shooter to finely tune 
the stock for a precise fit.
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FABARM GENUINE PART 
WEIGHT:150 g  5,35 oz  

2.  Accepts optional Kinetik 
recoil reducer. 
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3.  Competition tuned trigger for 
light crisp trigger pulls plus a 
micro adjustable trigger shoe 
to accommodate length-of-pull.
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4.   Adjustable fore-end mechanism 
to adjust action tenstion.

5.   Heavy duty 43mm wide action ensures years 
of heavy use.

6.   Tapered Tribore HP™ barrel bores enhance 
performance while  reducing recoil.
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7.   EXIS HP™ competition choke tubes 
with hyperbolic design to get the 
maximum performance from the 
Tribore system barrels.



M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

What if someone could create a world class trap shotgun at one third of the price of current offerings? 

It would have to have adjustable ribs on unsingle and over-and-under barrels. State-of-the art tapered barrel 

bores and hyperbolic 17-4PH stainless steel chokes would be a competitive advantage. A Turkish walnut 

Monte Carlo stock incorporating a highly adjustable comb would be nice and while they are at it lets add 

the capability to easily install an optional recoil reducer. Plus, any good trap gun would have to include a 

light crisp trigger pull with robust automatic ejectors. Finally, durability and a comprehensive warranty that 

is backed up by great customer service would be a necessity. Introducing the FABARM Axis Trap – you’re 

welcome. 
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S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
 

Gauge:    12 Ga

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   32” Over Under – 34” Unsingle

Chokes:    5 EXIS HP™ Competition Chokes

Frame:    Steel

Frame Finish:   Titanium™

Stock:    Semi-deluxe Turkish Walnut with Adjustable Comb

Stock Finish:   Matte, Hand Oiled

Weight:    8lbs. 10oz.*

Case:    Hard Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

* Average weight without included recoil reducer.

AXIS RS 12 Trap





1.  Standard Micro Metric™ adjustable 
stock allows the shooter to finely tune 
the stock for a precise fit.
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FABARM GENUINE PART 
WEIGHT:150 g  5,35 oz  

2.  Removable recoil reducer 
included standard.
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3.  Competition tuned trigger for light 
crisp trigger pulls and a micro adjust-
able trigger shoe to accommodate 
length-of-reach adjustments. 
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4.   Action tension adjustment 
mechanism in fore-end.
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5.   Tapered Tribore HP™ barrel bores enhance 
performance while reducing recoil.

6.   Point of impact easily adjustable between 
50/50 and 100 high without use of tools.
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8.   Available as a combo set.

7.   EXIS HP™ competition choke tubes with hyperbolic design to get 
the maximum performance from the Tribore system barrels.



M O D E L  D E S C R I P T I O N :

The ELOS Deluxe brings a whole new class of refinement into an affordable price range. The gracefully rounded action 
is embellished with a contemporary style game scene engraving featuring scroll and ribbon accents. Every ELOS 
Deluxe has a pistol grip style stock and semi-Schnabel fore-end crafted from a premium grade of Turkish walnut with 
a satin oil finish. 

What really separates the ELOS from other shotguns in its price range is not just its elegant appearance; it is more than 
you can see. The ELOS barrel incorporates the FABARM TRIBORE HP™ tapered bore and five INNER HP™ chokes to 
insure lethal performance down range. All ELOS barrels are steel proofed to the highest pressures possible (1630 BAR) 
ensuring compatibility with a large variety of ammunition including steel shot. The trigger is selective and the ejectors 
are automatic increasing the guns versatility. 

If you are looking for the fastest possible handling the ELOS Deluxe AL is the perfect choice. At almost a pound lighter, 
it will be a pleasure to carry all day, even in tight cover. Additionally, the ELOS Deluxe and ELOS Deluxe AL offer a high 
level of reliability backed by one of the most extensive warranties and respected customer service in the industry.
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ELOS Deluxe

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
 

Gauge:    20 Ga or 28 Ga

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   28”

Chokes:    5 INNER HP™ Choke Tubes

Frame:    Steel or Aluminum Alloy

Frame Finish:   Titanium™

Stock:    Deluxe Turkish Walnut

Stock Finish:   Matte, Hand Oiled

Weight:    6lbs. 9oz. Elos Deluxe, 5lbs. 14oz. Elos Deluxe AL*

Case:    INTEGRALE™ Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

* Average weight.
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1.  Deluxe Turkish walnut with a satin 
sheen oil finish.

2.  Selective triggers and automatic ejectors. 4.  Elegant rounded action. 5.  Semi-schnable fore-end shape. 7.  Chrome lined barrels and chambers.

6.  Tapered Tribore HP™ barrel 
bores enhance performance 
while  reducing recoil.

3.  Contemporary scroll and ribbon 
engraving highlighted by gold 
game scenes. 
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8.   INNER HP™ competition choke 
tubes with hyperbolic design to 
get the maximum performance 
from the Tribore system barrels.



If you have spent many long hours in the field, you learn to appreciate good equipment. An experienced hunter comes 

to understand what makes a great firearm. High volume mass produced shotguns are a good choice for a novice to 

start hunting with, but the Fabarm ELOS B is the shotgun you look to when you truly understand the difference. After 

experiencing countless flushes it becomes obvious that you need a gun that has the balance and pointing capabilities 

of the ELOS. With a round action and trim stock it is designed to help you keep up with the fastest wild birds. The ELOS 

barrel incorporates the Fabarm TRIBORE HP™ tapered bore and five INNER HP™ chokes to insure lethal performance 

down range. Crisp trigger pulls round out the package. 

For knowledgeable hunters seeking the fastest handling over-and-under that is easy to carry all day, the ultra light 

ELOS B AL is the perfect companion. At almost a pound lighter, it will ensure that you have the competitive advantage 

over the fastest game birds. 

The ELOS B’s and ELOS B AL offer a high level of reliability backed by one of the most extensive warranties in the 

industry. The best news is that a gun of this quality comes at a price that will make your hunting buddies envious – now 

wouldn’t that be terrible.
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ELOS B

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
 

Gauge:    20 Ga or 28 Ga

Barrel:    TRIBORE HP™

Barrel Length:   28”

Chokes:    5 INNER HP™ Choke Tubes

Frame:    Steel or Aluminum Alloy

Frame Finish:   ELOS B - Case Colored, ELOS B AL - Titanium™

Stock:    Semi-deluxe Turkish walnut

Stock Finish:   Matte, Hand Oiled

Weight:    6lbs. 9oz. Elos B, 5lbs. 14oz. Elos B AL*

Case:    INTEGRALE™ Case

Proof Test:   1630 BAR

Warranty:   5 years

* Average weight
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1.  Semi-deluxe Turkish walnut with a 
satin sheen oil finish.

2.  Selective triggers and 
automatic ejectors.

4.  Elegant rounded action. 5.  Semi-schnable fore-end shape. 7.  Chrome lined barrels and chambers.

6.  Tapered Tribore HP™ barrel 
bores enhance performance 
while reducing recoil.

3.  Color case hardened 
round body action
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8.   INNER HP™ competition choke 
tubes with hyperbolic design to 
get the maximum performance 
from the Tribore system barrels.

9.  ELOS B AL comes with 
Titanium™ finish.



14.75” 14.75”

14.75” 14.5”
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1.3”-1.6”
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4°

PITCH
3°

PITCH
4°

1.4”-1.8”
DROP AT MONTE CARLO

1.3”-1.6”
DROP AT MONTE CARLO

1.4”-1.8”
DROP AT MONTE 

CARLO

2.3”
DROP AT HEEL

2.3”
DROP AT HEEL

2.3”
DROP AT HEEL

2.2”
DROP AT HEEL

2.12”
DROP AT HEEL

2.2”
DROP AT HEEL

.2”

CAST AT HEEL

.2”

CAST AT HEEL

.2”

CAST AT HEEL

.2”

CAST AT HEEL

.2”

CAST AT HEEL

.2”

CAST AT HEEL

.3”

CAST AT TOE

.3”

CAST AT TOE

.3”

CAST AT TOE

.3”

CAST AT TOE

.3”

CAST AT TOE

.3”

CAST AT TOE

4.5”
COMB TO GRIP

4.5”
COMB TO GRIP

All stock dimensions are measured with the rib in open position (50/50% point-of-impact), with the trigger in the 
middle position, and shim DX right. All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

All stock dimensions are measured with the rib in open position (50/50% point-of-impact), with the trigger
in the middle position. All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

All stock dimensions are measured with the trigger in the middle position, and shim DX right.
All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

All stock dimensions are measured with the trigger in the middle position.
All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.

All stock specifications are approximate and subject to change without notice.S
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AXIS Trap

ELOS Deluxe

ELOS B



700 Lake Street
Cambridge, MD 21613
410.901.1260
www.fabarmusa.com


